
Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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I asked Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm to print off 200 certificate shells for me for an urgent project.The 
quote was very competitive, printing was done extremely quickly and final product was excellent 
quality.

 Warren_J  - Technical Trainer

13/01/2020Fantastic service and finished product

Quick, simple process when ordering our corporate brochures

 Megan252525  

20/11/2019Great service

Printed sample cards, very helpful with the whole order! Really appreciated the great service!

 Emily_C  - Projects Administrator

13/11/2019Very helpful! Great product!

I used Kwik Kopy to print some flyers last month.The finished product was perfect. Highly 
recommend them.

 Kris75  - State Manager

8/10/2019Great service. Friendly staff.

Always an ease to work with. Very quick with any order requests and local delivery without fail.

 Jon S  - Workshop Support

8/10/2019Quick & Reliable

Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm
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I visited Kwik Kopy a few months ago to get some last minute printing done.  The service and the 
product were faultless.

 Melissa2019  - HSE Manager

10/09/2019Great Service and Products

We use Kwik Kopy on a daily basis and we are always thrilled with their 
exemplary and reliable service. The KK team regularly follows up on pending 
jobs to ensure nothing is missed and they produce and deliver within short 
turn around times. Very happy with the overall service.

 Cait  - Customer Service

14/08/2019Exemplary and reliable service

I was very impressed by the prompt and friendly customer service and the quality of the goods. 
We will definitely be coming back to Kwik Kopy for all our future printing requirements. Thanks 
KK

 Lukey  - Supply Manager

10/07/2019Part Tags

Excellent Service, very quick turn-around and great Product

 Carmel  - Office Manager

10/07/2019Excellent Service

Product sourced from Kwik Copy was excellent and was exactly what was ordered every time

 Cobber  - Operation Supervisor

22/05/2019Excellent to work with and quick service

“ ”
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I approached Kwik Kopy to print off 100 certificate shells.They provided super fast service and a 
fantastic final product

 Warren_J  - Technical Trainer

14/05/2019Fast service and great final product

Kwik Kopy has become our printing business of choice. The printing is always completed within 
days of a request and delivered quickly. There is great attention to detail and the printing is 
always of the highest quality.

 Neat Feat  - Sales Support/Administration

10/04/2019Fast and Good Quality Printing

Every request I have made to Kwik Kopy has been met with amazing service and brilliant 
products.

 Bree12334  - Administration

10/04/2019Excellent Service and Products to match

We use Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm on a regular basis and have never had any issues. They provide an 
excellent print service and as we rely on prompt delivery we can attest to their reliability.

 Cait  - Managing Director

10/04/2019Excellent service and reliability.

I always receive prompt responses from inquiries, quote requests through to final orders.

 Swampy 2019  - Service Transformation Coordinator

13/03/2019Great Service!
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We had a fast turnaround job sent over on a Sunday night and the team were able to produce 
the job first thing Monday morning for us. Amazing service!

 DanMac  - Director

13/02/2019Incredible Turnaround

Vic provides fast and helpful service and advice and a quality product

 Anjila  - Executive Officer

16/01/2019Vic is great at providing the service we need

2 months ago gave them a job to compile 20 sets of binded presentation slides and it was done 
professionally and on time.

 Kwik Kopy Springvale  - Business Development Manager

11/12/2018Great service with short notice. Very happy.

The team at Kwik respond quickly to customer request/s and orders. They are proactive in 
ensuring that the customer is happy. Products are of to a high standard and are exactly what I 
requested. Definiely recommend Kwik Kopy for your business needs.

 Shania101  

11/12/2018Great customer service and turn around time

I asked Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm to print up some special stickers for our business. They came 
through with flying colours, price was great and the stickers were actually delivered before they 
had originally indicated.

 Alfied1956  - Customer Quality Manager

11/12/2018Great Service and quality printing
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I phone kwik copy to get some signs designed and printed and all work and correspondence was 
prompt and professional

 Nentow  - Estimator

9/10/2018good service and help

I phoned Kwik Copy regarding a print job, was contacted promptly & quote sent

 Ferret  - Purchasing Officer

14/08/2018GreatService

Our local Kwik Copy team are always prompt to supply quotes and with excellent turn around 
from approval.Always helpful and assist you throughout the process with guidance.

 Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm customer  - Coordinator

14/08/2018Great service and products!

We rely on Kwik Kopy in Eagle Farm to assist with our Tender submissions.  It is often at short 
notice and they never let us down as our jobs are time critical.Happy to recommend!

 Orange is the new Orange  - Document Controller

12/07/2018Prompt and helpful service

Everything was communicated via phone and email..and everything I needed wa done and on 
time

 Drew74  - Rto Manager

9/07/2018Great service, great product
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Kwik kopy provided great ideas to us on improving the look of our training manuals, and were 
very accommodating when we needed changes to be made

 Warren_J  - Technical Trainer

9/07/2018Great service

Each order that we place is tailored to suit each different project and each different site.Most 
of the orders placed have similarities but there are minor details that we may not have picked 
up on and yet the team always show the initiative of asking the questions and ensuring that 
we are receiving the product in the best way fit. Thanks for always giving us 100% customer 
satisfaction.

 AliPG  - PA

9/07/2018Always great service!

Kwik Kopy were able to  produce decals foir my business and saved me the time and expense 
involved with preparing artwork and so on. Highly recommend them.

 Suzy F  - Office Manager

3/04/2018Greta service and products

I use Kwik Kopy for all our printing requirements, they have great customer service and produce 
high quality products

 Kattam  - Admin

28/03/2018Kwik Kopy good service

We have been using Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm for a while now. We are happy with the excellent 
service and the friendly people.

 Lily77  - Assistant Accountant

28/03/2018Great service, friendly people.
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Vic was the person who attended to my order.He was pleasant and most helpful.The product was 
delivered in quick time.

 Ahrens  - Director

24/12/2017Great Service

Always great fast service they print exactly what i want

 Pegasus  - Manager

22/12/2017Always Great

Their service was very prompt and accurate from quotation to delivering.

 Micky 99  - Graphic Designer

14/12/2017Excellent service

I have had many jobs issued to Kwik Kopy eagle farm and we have not been let down yet.They are 
accommodating and provide a solid finish to their services.

 RodLawless  - HSE Manager

14/12/2017Quality Supplier

Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm have been delightful. Aside from very quick turn around for a last minute 
request, that was impressive, I had a damaged roll up banner from another company and they 
went beyond the call of duty and fixed the banner without hesitation. ..exceptional service!  
Jacqui Gregory Property Agent Hamilton

 JacquiG  - Property Agent

14/12/2017Exceptional Service
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Rang for a Quote. Received a good quote with an ETA that fitted in with expected timelines. Had 
to ring to ask the order to be fast tracked, Kwik Kopy complied with our request and delivered 
early as requested. Very Happy with the quality of the print job and the service is excellent.

 Neat Feat  - Sales Support

14/12/2017Great Service, Very Efficient

The turn-around on any Order is always so quick.  They provide a great Service.

 Carmel  - Office Manager

14/12/2017Great Service

We needed some stickers done quickly, we had some old ones that were about 15 years old and 
no longer usable. Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm were fantastic. I rang them up and send them our logo. 
Within a few hours I had a template to approve. Then it was all go. I had the stickers the next 
day. Not only that, they were in contact with me all of the time. We had some pretty specific 
requirements. They didnt have the material we needed, but they somehow got what we needed 
and it was fast.  Great service and the product was good too.

 Trist  - Sales And Admin Co-Ordinator

13/12/2017Wonderful Service

Thank you for the amazing service, we appreciate that you deliver on time.

 Bruce Tame  - Owner

21/10/2017Great Service

We have been with Kwik copy Eagle Farm for over 5 years and there is no place else we go for all 
our print needs.

 Deep  - Marketing Manager

25/08/2017
Kwik Copy Eagle farm always delivers what we 
need.
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Always available to assist with their expertise. Very focused and delivery on time.

 Salm  - Finance Officer

25/08/2017Quality Service and reasonable price

Service and Products are always to a high standard.  We are very happy with Kwik Kopy.

 Carmel  - Office Manager

21/07/2017Great Service and Products.

I am very happy with their efficiency and pricing.  I would not go anywhere else

 Tangles  - Business Development Manager

21/07/2017Very quick and efficient service

Kwik Kopy visits me regularly to remind us that their services are only 5 minutes away. We have 
been happy with the quality of the printing that has been done by them. We will use them again 
and again and again.

 Simmy  - Business Support Officer

19/06/2017Great printing job

When our company needs plans printed, it always needs to be done straight 
away.The team at Eagle Farm have always jumped to every order we have 
and had it done by our deadline. Highly recommended.

 Shannon78  - Office Manager

21/07/2017Great and Efficient Service“ ”
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the order i processed all been done fast and good quality.Staffs nice and friendly. :)

 Meels  - Contract Admin

19/06/2017Fast and great service

I visited Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm last month. They were able to complete my graphics, print my 
business cards and note pads within 5 days which was a great outcome for me.

 Barrie56  - Principal Building Surveyor

9/06/2017Excellent service

Sandy and the team at Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm have always been fantastic to deal with. Their team 
are very professional and friendly. They provide fast and highly competitive quotes, receiving a 
price always on the same day. One of the team always follows up to check that we have received 
the quote, making sure we are happy with the service and price. The turn around time on the 
print work at Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm is brilliant, and we have never had any problem with meeting 
a deadline. We can rely on Kwik Kopy to provide a  quality printing service — the printed outcome 
is always exceptional which means our clients are never disappointed.

 Neisha  - Studio Manager

7/06/2017Efficient, fast and always super friendly! :)

Regularly used for business and staff are always prompt in responses and quick to process orders.

 Eloit  - Facilities Coordinator

7/06/2017Great Customer Service & Quick Production

I have become a regular customer of KK Eagle Farm due to their efficiency, fantastic service and 
exceptional advice when providing artwork for stationary/marketing products. Jamez is amazing 
and his art concepts are brilliant

 Leisa  - Company Director/Owner

7/06/2017
Fantastic Service, Products and exceptional 
Advice
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We had a varity of drawings and sizes to be copied on paper and electronically, the job was done 
quickly and efficiently

 Rosa  - Customer Service Supervisor

7/06/2017Friendly quick and efficient

I have used Kwik Kopy a number of times over the past few months for printing and I am always 
100% satisfied with the finished products. Great staff to deal with, very professional and friendly, 
and Kwik Kopy always delivers with a prompt turn around time. Highly recommend!

 KateCaville  

6/06/2017Always great service!

We have used Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm for over 10 years and had received excellent service

 Kat2606  - Accounts

23/04/2017EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE.

provided a sample document that required artwork changes. Jamez ShepherdGraphic Designer & 
PrePress / Digital Operator was quick and helpful

 Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm customer  - Governance & Service Delivery Manag

22/04/2017Quality Essentals Posters

Very professional service - everything on time, and just as I wanted it.

 Besie  - Sole Proprietor

21/04/2017Great service and Kwik too!
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The end product was really good and improved our sales

 Keith Ross  - Sales Manager

21/04/2017Really Great Service

I Use Kwik Kopy regularly because of its convenience, efficiency and Kwikness, Staff are always 
helpful and jobs always look good.

 Nentow  - Estimator Coordinator

21/04/2017Great fast service and friendly too

I use Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm for all of our business’s printing needs. Due to our company 
procedures, I must always get mutiple quotes for a large job prior to making a purchase. Kwik 
Kopy Eagle Farm always has the best prices and are very quick to respond with any enquiry I 
make. Once a job is confirmed, the turn around time is fantastic. Quality is not compromised 
as the printing is always of a very high standard. Give Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm a go for your next 
printing job, you won’t regret it!

 Andrew T  - National Technical Support Manager

21/03/2017Friendly Service, High Quality Printing & Fast!

The team at Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm are always very helpful and no job is too big or too small.They 
make dealing with the company a pleasure.

 Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm customer  - Head Buyer

21/02/2017Great Service

We have been using Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm for 14 years now and we are very 
happy with their Service.

 Carmel  - Office Manager

23/03/2017Kwik Kopy Service“ ”
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Got a job done 3 years ago and wanted more copies it was done in less time thanExpected 
perfect

 Andy 25  - National Sales Manager

18/12/2016Great job thanks

Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm have never failed to deliver. In some cases even against ridiculous 
timeframes they not only just deliver but they deliver a product that is of an exceptional quality. 
I couldn’t imagine trusting any other with our Corporate Design or Print Solutions.

 Allie  - Administration Manager

13/12/2016
Magic & Talented Crew who always deliver 
quality!

I needed a large laminating job with no notice to Kwik Kopy and same day service, and as usual 
they always deliver!

 Bonnie  - Reception /Admin

8/12/2016Never Let Me Down!

The team at Eagle Farm are helpful and always produce our jobs quickly.

 BelindaP  - Director

17/11/2016Quick service

Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm provided us with personalized attention and incredible service when it 
came to producing our very specialized business card printing. The finished product was delivered 
on time and perfectly met all our specifications. We cannot praise them enough!

 HanMac  - Director

8/11/2016Fantastic service and fast turnaround!
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I’ve used Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm a few times now for rush jobs, and every time they have been the 
fastest option and always excellent quality. Not always the cheapest, but worth every cent.

 Mike69  - IT Manager

8/11/2016Quick service and excellent quality

I required something printed for personal reasons and was hopeful that not only could it be done, 
but done in a short time frame.The gentleman I spoke to over the phone was extremely helpful 
and my enquiry was handled with utmost care, understanding and discretion. The end product 
turned out better than expected and was completed, ready to be picked up the same day. Thank 
you for your help Kwik Kopy, I’m a customer for life!

 Swell16  - State Sales Manager

8/11/2016Great service, great product and very fast

9 times out of 10, when I require the services of Kwik Kopy, what I need, I usually need yesterday. 
Kwik Kopy have never let me down with service or deadlines. There products are always of a high 
standard/quality and nothing is too much trouble.

 Bonnie  - Admin / Reception

8/11/2016Always a Great Experience

We have been dealing with Sandy for a long time. Always a pleasure and very helpful

 Ness  - Financial Controller

8/11/2016Great Service

We are a long term customer of Kwik Kopy at Eagle Farm.  Sandy and her team provide fantastic 
service and great products.  They are great at problem solving and helped me many times over 
the years.  No job is too much trouble no matter what the size.Thanks Sandy and Team, I don’t 
know what I’d do without you.

 AmandaB  - Office Administrator

8/11/2016
Fantastic Service from Sandy & Team at Eagle 
Farm
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Have had great calendars and cards for Christmas - no videos available

 Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm customer  - Managing Director

8/11/2016Preferred and received last week

I was at Kwik Kopy about 4 weeks ago to get some new stickers made. It was fast cost effective, 
and they look great.

 MyRehabshop  - Managing Director

8/11/2016Experts in their field. Have great options too.

I recently placed an order for notepads. The artwork approval was prepared very quickly along 
with suggestions on how to get the best print result for that design. Then I was advised that 
order was completed and ready to pickup within a day or two. Great service.

 Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm customer  - Business Owner

22/09/2016Super fast & efficient

Kwik Kopy has been fast and affordable with my printing and scanning requests

 Shannon  - Site Engineee

22/09/2016Great service

nothing is impossible for these guys , great team ,always great to talk to

 Jimmy jack  - Fleet & OH&S Manager

22/09/2016service is always great
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I email Kwik Kopy and get my proof back (normally) less than 24 hours and generally have my 
printing available two days after approval.

 Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm customer  - Executive Assistant

22/09/2016Very happy with the great service provided.

Service is prompt and quality goodBut what we appreciated was the follow up .... Eagle Farm 
keep me on schedule by prompting me with an e mail message to complete the project on time ... 
A helpful hand when working on multiple tasks

 Lee111  

22/09/2016Service and Followup - Appreciated

When I call and place an order it is ready at the time they say.  They greet me by name.  The 
quality is of shift standard.

 Glenp006  - Franchise Owner

27/08/2016Service is first class, professional & friendly

Ordered by email, received a call to say it was ready and picked it up on the same day.

 Cazz  - Senior Admin

18/08/2016Speedy service

We have been utilising the service from Kwik Kopy for over 10 years and very been extremely 
happy with the prompt service.

 Kat2606  - Office Manager

18/08/2016Service from Kwik Kopy
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Had brochure updates with input from everyone in the office. They were good with our constant 
altering views and final product suited all.

 Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm customer  - Technical Sales

16/08/2016Patience and quality work

Sandy at Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm provided great service and the end product was exactly what I 
was after.  The turn around was quick and the price spot on.  I will (and have already) recommend 
Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm to others.

 Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm customer  - Head Honcho

16/08/2016It could not have been easier!

I have been dealing with Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm for as long as I can remember, they are efficient, 
easy to deal with and never have any problems with their product and service

 Handmaiden  - Administration Co-Ordinator

6/08/2016Always a great experience

Really happy with the Zenith Hub makes thinks faster to process. Turn around time to receive 
products is great too.

 Letainya Seeto  - Operations Lead

4/08/2016Quick service

I have been using Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm for a while now and they 
never disappoint with their prompt service, amazing artwork and being 
able to create what I envision, and exceptional quality products

 Leisa  - Director

1/08/2016
Fantastic Service and Exceptional 
Product“ ”
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I needed some brochures printed. A quick email to KK confirmed they could do the work so I met 
them at the shop to discuss what I had in mind. They developed a proof, printed and delivered 
faster than I expected. The quality of the brochures and speed of delivery made my boss think I 
am awesome!!

 Ian_away  - Contract Manager

22/07/2016Great Service

fast service and great employees. always happy to help.

 Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm customer  - Licensee

21/07/2016great service

Efficient, effective and friendly service! Quick turnaround times and a great product.

 Melanie  - Human Resources Co-Ordinator

21/07/2016Business Cards

Yes all goodThe staff are friend and prompt.No hassles

 Flash  - Project Manager

21/07/2016Kwik printing

Every experience I have had with Kwik Kopy has been prompt, friendly & professional.  Thank you 
:-).

 Bernie  - SQ Admin Officer

21/07/2016Great Services Always!
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Have often had excellent printing by Kwik KOPY Eagle Farm

 Eagles  - Director

21/07/2016Quick response and supply of order

Kwik Kopy always provides top quality printing with friendly service.

 Carolyn70  - Director

21/07/2016Always great service and quality products

Sandy and Kate at Eagle Farm Kwik Kopy have yet again delivered a quality product for me in a 
timely,efficient and friendly manner manner.

 LynE  - Principal

21/12/2015
Great attention to detail and service from 
Kate.

I have been using Kwik Copy for my business printing for approx. a year now, and Sandy & Her 
Team at Eagle Farm are a pleasure to do business with. The service is always exceptional, they 
are very helpful with ideas and they go above and beyond when they can It is nice to receive old 
fashioned service in a fast paced business world.

 Leisa  - Owner/Director

11/12/2015Exceptional Service and Products

We have used Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm a number of times of the years and always find them 
prompt in their responses, very easy to deal with and always provide high quality work. Would 
gladly recommend them.

 Kwik Kopy Eagle Farm customer  - PA

10/12/2015Super prompt service
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Every time I been at Kwik Kopy...I get a good service and attention of my suggestions and ideas

 Vlad  - Administrative Officer

10/12/2015Good service and printing quality

We had a presentation to be bound, I call our local Kwikkopy store in a panic and they were 
so awesome, they printed on lovely paper, bound and had them ready within the same day, so 
grateful.

 Annie  - National Admin / HR Manager

10/12/2015Awesome service and quality.



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.eaglefarm.kwikkopy.com.au


